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Abstract
Machine Translation is one of the important area in natural 
language processing. Machine Translation is a great challenge 
for closely related language pair. Machine Translation system 
for more or fewer related languages is based upon the similarities 
such as syntactic and vocabulary. Punjabi and Hindi both are 
originated from the same parent language so both are closely 
related and having lot of syntactic and semantic similarities. In 
this paper, for developing Punjabi to Hindi Machine Translation 
system, we look at the possibility of using Rule Based Approach. 
The system involves Punjabi as source language and Hindi as 
target language. 
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I.  Introduction  
Machine Translation is the name for the computerized methods 
that automate translate any process from one human language 
to another. Machine Translation is also known as “Automatic 
Translation” or “Mechanical Translation”. It is an important 
technology for globalization. One of the oldest dreams of humanity 
is Translation Mechanism. The present system involves Punjabi 
as a source language and Hindi as a target language. Machine 
Translation system is software designed that takes a text of source 
language and translate it into target language. There are many 
approaches for Machine Translation like Direct based, Transform 
based, Statistical based, Interlingua based, Hybrid approach, Rule 
based approach etc. The present work deals with a pair of closely 
related language i.e. Punjabi-Hindi, Thus word to word translation 
approach is the best option. Rule Based Approach has been used 
for developing the translation system.

II.  About Punjabi Language
Punjabi language is written in Gurumukhi script. Gurumukhi word 
is made by Guru + Mukhi that means “From the mouth of guru” 
because firstly the language is spoken by Guru (Shri Guru Nanak 
Dev ji, The first guru of Sikh Religion). In Punjabi Language, 
There are present fourty one  consonants (Vianjans), Ten vowels 
(Laga Matra), Three types of conjuct consonant (Half consonant), 
Two other vowels for nasalization, One sign (addak) is used to 
doubles the consonant before which it appears, One sign (:) is used 
to mark abbreviation, Viram is used for end of the sentence.

III.  About Hindi Language
Hindi language is written in Devnagri script.       There are many 
other languages are also using the Devnagri script like Sanskrit, 
Nepal, Marathi etc. In Hindi language, there are thirty three basic 
consonantal signs, three double sounded consonants, Ten vowels, 
Two other vowels are used for nasalization, One punctuation mark 
is used as a full stop.

IV.  Relation between Punjabi and Hindi Language
Languages are not related to each other just their exterior (surface) 

similarity. Punjabi and Hindi are classified as Indo-Iranian 
languages. Both are originated from same family but there are 
lot of differences in between Punjabi and Hindi. Both languages 
are not mutually intelligible. Mutual intelligibility is a relationship 
between the languages in which speakers of different languages 
but understand each other without any special effort. The speakers 
of Punjabi are more able to understand Hindi but the speakers of 
Hindi are not exactly understand the Punjabi language. 

V. Need for Punjabi to Hindi Machine Translation
In this world, India is a second most populated country so there 
is a different culture and different languages in different regions. 
Every state uses their mother-tongue for communication. Even 
though Hindi is a national language but still most of the official 
work is done in regional languages only.
Punjabi language is understandable by their Region area’s people. 
It is not understandable by all peoples. For the official work to send 
the centre government , there is a need for the translation from 
Punjabi to Hindi language because Hindi is the national language 
in India and it is understandable by all Indian peoples. 

VI.  System Architecture
There are using Rule based approach for translating the Punjabi 
Language into Hindi Language. The system architecture describes 
in the following steps:

A. Parse the Sentence
Parsing of the sentence is used for identification of characters. 
There are collections numbers of operation which are applied 
on the Punjabi text (source language) then make it processable 
by the translation engine. Many words in Punjabi language have 
different meaning in different sentences. The variations of the 
meanings of same word are seen in this phase. 

B. Tokenization
Tokenization is also known as word segmentation. The input of 
above phase is further delivered in tokenization process. In the 
tokenization, individual words and characters are extracted. This 
process uses the space between words in a line, all punctuation 
marks, extract word one by one from the source language and 
then send it to translation engine for applying the rules for further 
processing.
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Fig. 1: Overview of Punjabi-Hindi Machine Translation System

C. Apply Rules for Translation stored into Database

1. Direct Mapping for Characters
Direct mapping of characters is useful for Transliteration process 
or we can say that it is used for those words which are similar in 
both Punjabi and Hindi language so there are developed many 
rules which are helpful during the translation process. Such rules 
are very complex. 

Table 1: Vowels Mapping     

Some double sounded characters are present in Hindi language, no 
equivalent letters are present in Punjabi language for such types 
of characters. Rule based approach is the best choice for mapping 
these types of characters.

2. Other Characters Mapping
Punctuation marks are same in both scripts. Punjabi has two 
separate nasalization characters, Bindi and Tippi. Hindi has only 
one nasal character which is represented with a dot (bindi) to 
above the letter. 

Table 2: Mapping of Alphabets in Punjabi and Hindi language

Punjabi Hindi Punjabi Hindi
ਕ क ਨ न

ਖ ख ਪ प

ਗ ग ਫ फ

ਘ घ ਬ ब

ਙ ङ ਭ भ

ਚ च ਮ म

ਛ छ ਯ य

ਜ ज ਰ र

ਝ झ ਲ ल

ਞ ञ ਵ व

ਟ ट ੜ ड़

ਠ ठ ਸ਼ श

ਡ ड ਸ स
ਢ ढ ਹ

ਣ ण ਕ क़

ਤ त ਖ਼ ख़

ਥ थ ਗ਼ ग़

ਦ द ਜ਼ ज़

ਧ ਫ਼ फ़

Punjabi nasalization characters Bindi and Tippi are mapped into 
one Hindi nasalization character dot (bindi).One sound duplication 
sign is present in Punjabi language i.e. called adhak. In Hindi 
language, half form consonants are used for sound duplication.

3. Complex Rules
Character mapping is not sufficient for Punjabi to Hindi Machine 
Translation system. Different rules are generated for word to word 
translation and stored all the rules in the database. In this process, 
the tokenized text is matched into the rules which are stored in 
database. 
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4. Extract Equivalent Words in the Target Language of 
Source Language
With the help of Direct Character Mapping and Complex Rules, 
Extract the equivalent words in the Hindi text of the Punjabi 
text.

5. Target Language (Hindi Text)
After above processes, the input text (Punjabi language) is 
translated into the target text (Hindi language).  

VII. Conclusion
In this paper, we discussed the development of a Punjabi-Hindi 
Rule based Machine Translation system. The accuracy of the 
system depends upon the rules that are the simple word for word 
translation rules. The major inaccuracies in the direct mapping of 
characters are due to poor word choice for confusing words. For 
closely related language pair, Punjabi-Hindi translation system is 
very beneficial for removing the language barrier. Punjabi official 
documents, Punjabi literature, Punjabi newspapers, Punjabi 
magazines, Punjabi stories and some other documents can be 
translated into Hindi language. 
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